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Fishing Log Book
Journal contains everything you need to log all important information
about your trips. tracking your trip information including weather,
destination, time, course, speed, and navigation notes. High-quality
interior stock and Plenty of room to write notes and sketch. The size
6x9 in is perfect to fit in any bag! 100 pages What are you waiting
for? Scroll up and grab a copy before you sail off to your next
destination!

Power Boating For Dummies
The Konnectd Supply nautical and maritime log book is a versatile boat
log book. It has log pages for a variety of boat information
including: Boat information Engine details Equipment log Expenses log
Fuel log Maintenance log Passenger log Trip log Log book details: 6x9
inches - 150 Pages Premium white paper Information you can record in
the logbook includes: date, destination, current weather and forecast,
water conditions, length of trip, crew, passengers and ports visited.
Remember all of life's journeys with this easy to fill-in format,
there is also room for memories and space for pictures of the day. All
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the essential information for passage making is visible at one glance.
The handy size makes it big enough to write in it comfortably, but
small enough to fit on any nav table. This boating log is a great way
to organize not only the fun memories that are made and the photos
that were taken, but allows you to keep all of your expenses and
maintenance records all in one place.

Boat Log Book
This “dazzling” National Book Award finalist set aboard an ocean liner
in 1931 reflects the passions and prejudices that sparked World War II
(San Francisco Chronicle). August 1931. An ocean liner bound for
Germany sets out from the Mexican port city of Veracruz. The ship’s
first-class passengers include an idealistic young American painter
and her lover; a Spanish dance troupe with a sideline in larceny; an
elderly German couple and their fat, seasick bulldog; and a boisterous
band of Cuban medical students. As the Vera journeys across the
Atlantic, the incidents and intrigues of several dozen passengers and
crew members come into razor-sharp focus. The result is a richly drawn
portrait of the human condition in all its complexity and a
mesmerizing snapshot of a world drifting toward disaster. Written over
a span of twenty years and based on the diary Katherine Anne Porter
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kept during a similar ocean voyage, Ship of Fools was the bestselling
novel of 1962 and the inspiration for an Academy Award–winning film
starring Vivien Leigh. It is a masterpiece of American literature as
captivating today as when it was first published more than a half
century ago. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Katherine
Anne Porter, including rare photos from the University of Maryland
Libraries.

Boat Log Book
Journal contains everything you need to log all important information
about your trips and you boats's maintenance. Included in this
notebook: pages for tracking your trip information including weather,
destination, time, course, speed, and navigation notes keep track of
the crew, guests, fuel on board for the trip and any observations made
complete maintenance log to keep track of any service done including
engine hours, services completed, and date completed 110 pages 6"x9"
size does not take up a lot of room yet offers plenty of space to
write

Boat Log Book : Journal for Logging Trips and You Boats's
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Maintenance
This is Charles Darwin's chronicle of his five-year journey, beginning
in 1831, around the world as a naturalist on the H.M.S. Beagle.

Goat in a Boat: An Acorn Book (A Frog and Dog Book #2)
This blank paperback journal is perfect for a boat or yacht owner. It
can be used to keep track of maintenance and repairs, fuel logs or
important procedures for your boat. The journal can also be used to
record reflections and thoughts about your boating journey. It is a
great gift for a boat captain or owner.

Logbook for Cruising Under Sail
This sailor's logbook has received a makeover. Redesigned to appeal to
the 21st century sailor, it is fun to use, designed to last a full
season and the perfect gift for anyone passionate about sailing. The
new design allows space for electronic navigation information and for
narrative and it doubles as a visitors' book.
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Sea Time Log Book
Large 8.5 Inches By 11 Inches Boat Log Book Click on the look inside
feature Get Your Copy Today!

Yacht Log
PERFECT BOUND, GORGEOUS SOFTBACK WITH SPACIOUS RULED PAGES. LOG
INTERIOR: Click on the LOOK INSIDE link to view the Log, ensure that
you scroll past the Title Page. Record Page numbers, Subject and
Dates. Customize the Log with columns and headings that would best
suit your need. Thick white acid-free paper reduces the bleed-through
of ink. LOG EXTERIOR COVER: Strong, beautiful paperback. BINDING:
Professional trade paperback binding. The binding is durable; pages
will remain secure and will not break loose. PAGE DIMENSIONS: 6 x 9
inches) 15.2 x 22.9 cm (Makes for easy filing on a bookshelf, travel
or storage in a cabinet or desk drawer). Other Logs are available, to
find and view them, search for Logbook Professionals on Amazon or
simply click on the name Logbook Professionals beside the word Author.
Thank you for viewing our products. LOGBOOK PROFESSIONALS TEAM
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Boating Skills and Seamanship, 14th Edition
This blank paperback journal is perfect for a boat or yacht owner. It
can be used to keep track of maintenance and repairs, fuel logs or
important procedures for your boat. The journal can also be used to
record reflections and thoughts about your boating journey. It is a
great gift for a boat captain or owner.

Boat Maintenance Log Book
Captain's logbook contains Features Engine, Generator and Battery
Specifications, Maintenance and Repair information, Pre-Start and
Equipment Check List, Fuel Log, Common Courses and General Information
sections, and a complete Captain's Log Diary to track every trip etc.
Page Dimensions: 8.5" X 11" (21.6cm X 25.4cm )

Captain Dad
This 8 x 10 Captain Dad Boating Log Book Journal is great for logging
adventure locations, weather, crew, marina and ports, docking fees,
dockmaster, telephone, and much more. Matte finished cover and
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Interior has 94 white pages with black print. Makes a great Gift for
your favorite boat lover!

Boat Log Book
TV tie-in edition “An extraordinary novel of men at war” (The
Washington Post) and the bestselling book that inspired the TNT miniseries The unimaginable has happened. The world has been plunged into
all-out nuclear war. Sailing near the Arctic Circle, the U.S.S. Nathan
James is relatively unscathed, but the future is grim and Captain
Thomas is facing mutiny from the tattered remnants of his crew. With
civilization in ruins, he urges those that remain—one-hundred-andfifty-two men and twenty-six women—to pull together in search of land.
Once they reach safety, however, the men and women on board realize
that they are earth’s last remaining survivors—and they’ve all been
exposed to radiation. When none of the women seems able to conceive,
fear sets in. Will this be the end of humankind? For readers of Going
Home by A. American, Lights Out by David Crawford, The End and The
Long Road by G. Michael Hopf, and One Second After by William
Forstchen.
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Fishing Boat Log Book
Great log book for keeping up with your boating adventures!

Captain's Log
After almost 40 years of marriage and boating together, Captain George
and Pat Hospodar completed a yearlong Great Loop odyssey aboard their
boat, “Reflection”. This trip resulted in their first book, Reflection
on America’s Great Loop, a personal, light-hearted, real-life account
of the couple’s travels while circumnavigating the waters of the
United States and Canada. Their newest book, The Great Loop Experience
– from Concept to Completion, is a comprehensive guide written to help
others plan, prepare, and successfully execute their own Great Loop
adventures. It also addresses the questions that these
authors/lecturers are most frequently asked by future “Loopers”. Some
of the many topics covered include: selecting and equipping your boat,
choosing your route, financial considerations and trip costs, managing
your onboard life, vessel security, Customs and border crossings,
boating protocol, locking procedures, safely negotiating the
waterways, open-water crossings, and great stops along the way. This
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how-to guide not only informs and educates you, but also hopes to
inspire those who want to one day make this wonderful journey! The
Great Loop Experience has the information you need so that you can
confidently and knowledge- ably cast off your lines for your own
exhilarating Great Loop adventure!

Adlard Coles Nautical Logbook
A strange glowing stone picked up on a sea voyage captivates a ship's
crew and has a terrible transforming effect on them.

Kids Boat Log Book
This Fishing Journal will help you keep track, record every fishing
trip and also improve your techniques. Blank Fishing Log Enough Space
for writing Product Information: Date Time Location Fishing Partner
Weather Wind Barometer Air Temperature Water Temperature Depth Moon
Phase Species of Fishes Caught Weight Length Number of Fishes caught
Bait Used 6 by 9 INCHES Get your copy Today!

The Last Ship
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This 8 x 10 The Captain Is Always Right Boating Log Book Journal is
great for logging adventure locations, weather, crew, marina and
ports, docking fees, dockmaster, telephone, and much more. Matte
finished cover and Interior has 94 white pages with black print. Makes
a great Gift for your favorite boat lover!

Boat Captains Log Book
Boat Log Book Ship captains are proud of their boats and they love to
keep track of their voyages, including crew members and passengers.
This boating log is a great way to organize not only the fun memories
that are made and photographs that aresnapped, but allows you to keep
all of your expenses and maintenance records all in one place. Add To
Cart Now Easily stow this notebook away on the sailboat or yacht, and
have everything you need at your fingertips. Features: Vessel
information log, including generator and engine information Trip Log
Ample space for photos from each trip Expenditures log Blank lined
journal pages Product Description: 6x9 90 pages Uniquely designed
matte cover Quality White Paper We have lots of great trackers and
journals, so be sure to check out our other listings by clicking on
the "Author Name" link just below the title of this tracker. Ideas On
How To Use This Planner: Retirement Gift Boat Captain Gift Fishing Dad
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Present

Boating Papa
Konnectd Supply presents our Bird Watching Book. This Bird Watching
journal is one of the top bird watching gifts for adults that can be
used around the world. Our Bird Watcher Log Book is versatile and can
be used to record bird species in USA, UK, Europe and the rest of the
world. With over 100 pages the 6" x 9" Konnectd Supply Birding Journal
has pages to Record Bird Sightings and List Species. This includes
detail such as: Date and time of day GPS Co-ordinates Weather Bird
Species Observed Actions Its Index page gives you the ability to
record your birding life list and also quickly find the detailed pages
you have logged the bird you have spotted. No matter if you are on a
bird watching tour or just bird watching in your own backyard this
Bird watcher log book is your ultimate companion. This Bird watching
for adults log book and field guide complements our already popular
Konnectd Kids children's bird watching and bird guide book. Our
Birdwatching Journal for adults makes the perfect gift for
Birdwatchers or Twitches the world over.
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Captain Papa G
This book is the perfect accessory for anyone who owns a firearm.
Firearms Logbook was written for the general public consumer who wants
to keep firearm records but is unsure what information is required or
how to record this information. This book provides a consolidated,
comprehensive listing of firearm specifics that will enable quick
identification and ease the burden of proof should it become
necessary. This book has many uses: For the novice. It serves as an
instructional tool. For the first time gun owner who wants to record
the information about their new possession, but does not know what is
required, or where to start, it provides a good base for records. This
book makes an excellent gift to accompany anyone's first firearm. For
the collector/investor. It serves as a log book, recording
transactions and point of sale information from acquisition to sale of
the weapon in one place. It allows freeform annotation of
modifications made to the weapon to ensure the investment is properly
catalogued. For the heirloom. It also provides a notes section for the
owner to annotate heirloom items for future generations. For the
Insurance company. This book is an excellent record for producing
information about these valuable firearms when filing insurance claims
after any disaster. Report of theft to authorities. This book records
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information necessary to properly identify the weapon in the event the
authorities need to identify a stolen firearm. About this log book:
The fields contained in this book were written in a manner to enable
logical collection of information related to the firearm. Substantial
effort was put into deciding what types of information most collectors
were interested in retaining on their firearms, in addition to generic
legal requirements for logging weapon information. There are specific
fields for details of the firearm, receipt data, as well as
disposition data for those instances when a firearm is sold or traded.
In addition to a page dedicated to the owner's information, this
publication gives space for 100 firearms (2 firearms per page, 50
pages of inventory). It also includes four pages for miscellaneous
free-form notes.

Bird Watching Journal
This handy Captain's pocket 6 x 9 boat logbook is specially designed
for recording boating journeys at sea as well as for sailing
excursions on rivers and lakes. Information you can record in the
logbook includes: date, destination, current weather and forecast,
water conditions, length of trip, crew, passengers and ports visited.
Remember all of life's journeys with this easy to fill-in format,
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there is also room for memories and space for pictures of the day. All
the essential information for passage making is visible at one glance.
The handy size makes it big enough to write in it comfortably, but
small enough to fit on any nav table. This boating log is a great way
to organize not only the fun memories that are made and the photos
that were taken, but allows you to keep all of your expenses and
maintenance records all in one place. Add To Cart Now Easily stow this
notebook away on the sailboat or yacht, and have everything you need
at your fingertips. Features: Vessel information log ( includes
generator and engine information ) Trip Log Ample space for photos
from each trip Expenditures log Blank lined journal pages Product
Description: - 6x9 notebook - 90 pages - Uniquely designed matte cover
- Professional quality heavy paper

The Great Loop Experience - From Concept to Completion
Captain's Logbook Boat owners are proud of their boats, and serious
boaters love to keep track of their voyages. This includes notes about
crew members and passengers. This boating journal is a great way to
organize the fun, jot down the events and memories of the trip, but
there are spaces for pictures. In addition, you can record all the
expenses and maintenance records in one place. This log is the perfect
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size to easily stow on the sailboat or yacht, so that you have
everything you need at your fingertips. Features: Vessel information
log, including generator and engine information Trip Log Ample space
for photos from each trip Expenditures log Blank lined journal pages
Product Description: 6x9 90 pages Uniquely designed glossy cover Heavy
Paper Ideas On How To Use This Planner Gift for the boating
enthusiast, serious boater Great retirement gift for someone who loves
to boat Gift for the fisherman who likes to keep track of his fishing
expeditions.

Ship of Fools
An attractive and useful paperback logbook designed specifically for
inland waterways boaters.

The Captain Is Always Right
Hans Goebeler is known as the man who “pulled the plug” on U-505 in
1944 to keep his beloved U-boat out of Allied hands. Steel Boat, Iron
Hearts is his no-holds-barred account of service aboard a combat Uboat. It is the only full-length memoir of its kind, and Goebeler was
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aboard for every one of U-505’s war patrols. Using his own
experiences, log books, and correspondence with other U-boat crewmen,
Goebeler offers rich and very personal details about what life was
like in the German Navy under Hitler. Because his first and last
posting was to U-505, Goebeler’s perspective of the crew, commanders,
and war patrols paints a vivid and complete portrait unlike any other
to come out of the Kriegsmarine. He witnessed it all: from deadly
sabotage efforts that almost sunk the boat to the tragic suicide of
the only U-boat commander who took his life during WWII; from the
terror and exhilaration of hunting the enemy, to the seedy brothels of
France. The vivid, honest, and smooth-flowing prose calls it like it
was and pulls no punches. U-505 was captured by Captain Dan Gallery’s
Guadalcanal Task Group 22.3 on June 4, 1944. Trapped by this “HunterKiller” group, U-505 was depth-charged to the surface, strafed by
machine gun fire, and boarded. It was the first ship captured at sea
since the War of 1812! Today, hundreds of thousands of visitors tour
U-505 each year at the Chicago Museum of Science and Industry.
Included a special Introduction by Keith Gill, Curator of U-505,
Museum of Science and Industry. About the Authors: Hans Jacob Goebeler
served as control room mate aboard U-505. He died in 1999. John P.
Vanzo is a former defense program analyst. He teaches political
science and geography at Bainbridge College in Georgia.
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Fishing Journal
A boater's journal that combines the elements of a functional logbook,
including cruising, radio, fuel and maintenance logs, with boating
basics for pleasure craft of all sizes, safety information, first aid,
emergency procedures, and tips.

The Voyage of the Beagle
SOON TO BE A FILM FROM NETFLIX STARRING LILY JAMES, CAREY MULLIGAN,
AND RALPH FIENNES. A succinct and witty literary venture that tells
the strange story of a priceless treasure discovered in East Anglia on
the eve of World War II In the long, hot summer of 1939, Britain is
preparing for war, but on a riverside farm in Suffolk there is
excitement of another kind. Mrs. Pretty, the widowed owner of the
farm, has had her hunch confirmed that the mounds on her land hold
buried treasure. As the dig proceeds, it becomes clear that this is no
ordinary find. This fictional recreation of the famed Sutton Hoo dig
follows three months of intense activity when locals fought outsiders,
professionals thwarted amateurs, and love and rivalry flourished in
equal measure. As the war looms ever closer, engraved gold peeks
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through the soil, and each character searches for answers in the
buried treasure. Their threads of love, loss, and aspiration weave a
common awareness of the past as something that can never truly be left
behind.

The Wretched Stone
This modern handy boating 6 x 9 pocket logbook is specially designed
for recording fishing boat journeys at sea as well as for sailing
adventures on rivers and lakes. Information you can record in the
logbook includes: date, destination, current weather and forecast,
water conditions, length of trip, crew, passengers and ports visited.
Remember all of life's journeys with this easy to fill-in format,
there is also room for memories and space for pictures of the day. All
the essential information for passage making is visible at one glance.
The handy size makes it big enough to write in it comfortably, but
small enough to fit on any nav table. This boating log is a great way
to organize not only the fun memories that are made and the photos
that were taken, but allows you to keep all of your expenses and
maintenance records all in one place. Add To Cart Now Easily stow this
notebook away on the sailboat or yacht, and have everything you need
at your fingertips. Features: Vessel information log ( includes
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generator and engine information ) Trip Log Ample space for photos
from each trip Expenditures log Blank lined journal pages Product
Description: - 6x9 notebook - 90 pages - Uniquely designed matte cover
- Professional quality heavy paper

Yacht Life
This fantastic Sailing Logbook Journal is perfect for keeping track of
repairs, maintenance, passenger journeys and general boat information.
Professionally designed book interior with beautiful log tables. This
is a really fantastic gift for any boat enthusiast. Or if you own your
own boat, you will know this is a great addition to any sailing
cockpit! This Captains Notebook features: * Date Entry * Trip Log *
Fuel Log * Passenger Log * Engine Details * Boat information *
Maintenance Log * Equipment Log * Expenses Log #LOVESAILING

The Dig
This is a Boat Maintenance Log Book for sailors of yachts and
motorboats to keep track of all the maintenance work and repairs that
are done on their boats. This book is perfect for individual boat
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owners or those that have a share of a yacht or motorboat so all the
owners can keep track of the work that has been done and the
maintenance that needs to be completed. It will also help when selling
your yacht as you will have a record of all the work that has been
carried out with dates and costs. This Boat Maintenance Log Book has
been designed to be as helpful as possible by providing guidance and
space to include the following information: Inside the front cover is
space for owner and boat details There is a page dedicated to items
that have a serial number and their service intervals Space to record
all the Spare Parts, part numbers, places to buy and costs that are
needed on your individual boat. The main part of the book has been
designed to list the Maintenance and Repair work that's needed (with
space to record 500 jobs over 25 double pages). This allows you to
note down a job that needs doing or an issue that needs fixing as soon
as you spot it and then go back to when you have the time to complete
it. Keep track of the date the job was spotted and recorded, a
description of the issue, if it was a repair or maintenance item, when
it was completed, who did it and space to record any relevant comments
ie Temporary repair done, book in yard to fix / replace item or price
of parts etc - whatever will be helpful to you! Keep a record of all
the jobs that need doing when she comes out of the water so you can
start getting and recording quotes for the work that needs doing.
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Space for comments and when the work was completed also Fuel log pages
to keep track of fuel usage, cost and engine hours An Upgrades wish
list (so you know what to put on your Christmas List!) Useful Contacts
Drawing Space to draw diagrams Notes Pages Some Bonus Sample Pages at
the back The book is 8 inches by 10 inches, paperback with a glossy
cover and good quality paper. Also available on Amazon within our
Sailing series: Sailing Travel Journal Personal Log Book Sailing Log
Book

Pregnancy Journal: First Time New Mom Diary, Pregnant &
Expecting Record Book, Baby Shower Keepsake Gift, Bump
Thoughts & Memories, 40 We
Power Boating For Dummies is a guide to power boating for both new and
experienced boaters. It advises readers of necessary boating supplies,
safety concerns and equipment, accessories, and includes locations of
boating facilities, and how to safely pilot the ship.

Firearms Inventory Log Book
Frog, Dog, and Goat find ways to stay dry in the rain, in this rhyming
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laugh-out-loud series for beginning readers!

Boat Log Book
A traditional yacht log with wire binding inside its handsome leatherlook outer binding, this book contains space for the yacht's vital
data, a Register of Guests with room for recording 96 visits aboard, a
Radio Log with entries to cover 64 transmissions, and a guide to using
the log by schooner-captain Ken Mahler. There are double pages to
record all data - time, position, course, current, wind, weather,
maintenance notes, crew on board, navigator and skipper, engine or
sail combination while under way-and there are enough of these pages
to cover 65 passages or short cruises. This is a very useful yacht log
in a convenient-to-use size and weight.

Comprehensive Ship's Log
This Comprehensive Ship's Log is designed to organize every aspect of
vessel operation and maintenance. From stem to stern, this single
volume will allow you to track and log:Detailed vessel
informationHourly watch underwayCruising logPre-departure/Change of
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watch checklistRadio contactsVessel inventory and spare partsFill
logs, separated by categoryMaintenance projects, separated by
systemBecause this newly-designed logbook is a systems-based approach
to the use, maintenance, and repair of your boat, you will easily find
your notes for every voyage and project aboard your vessel.164 pages

Marine Vessel Safety Check and Maintenance Log (Logbook,
Journal - 124 Pages 6x9 In
Love fishing but often find yourself scratching your head when the
fish won't bite in your favorite spot on your favorite lake? Then it
may be time to start a fishing journal. If you want to be truly
successful, you need to start recording your trips. Every fishing trip
will give you a lot of data which, if captured, can help predict the
success of you future trips. We'd like to help you on your fishing
goals by designing our Fishing Journal to be: USEFUL: Keeping a
fishing journal will not only help you track patterns or improve your
technique, it will also allow you to note what baits and colors were
successful and a lot more information you can write down. This journal
also has ample space for photos, drawings and notes. STRAIGHFORWARD
AND EASY TO USE- Use what information you feel is applicable, but
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remember, the more information you record, the more useful the log
will be. A NOTEBOOK BUILT TO LAST- We want your journal to last a long
time so you can always look back on your experiences without the worry
that it will fall apart. The sturdy cover is made of tough paperback
with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall
out after a few months of use. It will be great through the years to
track where you have gone fishing, what you have caught and how you
have improved along the way. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- With a page to
input personal details and 100 pages to record your fishing
activities, we only used thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The columns are clearly marked to make it easy to fill out
and to cross reference. PERFECT SIZE- With its 15.24 x 22.86 cm (6" x
9") dimensions, you can squeeze it into a purse with ease. Lightweight
and durable, it's the perfect size to carry. Handy and accessible,
it's a great companion for all your fishing activities. COOL COVERS!To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose
from. Get inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We
stand for quality and aim to provide the best writing experience with
our notebooks. A thorough fishing journal will help you see
predictable patterns that will allow you to coordinate your fishing
efforts in the right locations with the right tactics. A sure success
on your future fishing activity! If you don't have a fishing journal
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yet, get one and start writing your adventures down. Get a copy now!

Steel Boat, Iron Hearts
This pregnancy journal is a perfect way to capture all your thoughts,
feelings & each and every memory while you're on this journey. Each
page is guided and has prompts that include: I'm Pregnant - How I
found out, my reaction, due date. My Birth Plan Ideas - Type of birth,
who I want to take part in the delivery room, what is most important
to me. Pregnancy Tracker - 40 weeks tracker of how you're feeling.
Appointment Tracker - Date, time address, purpose (doctor, prenatal
classes). Baby Shopping List - Checklist of all the baby items you'll
need. Weight Tracker - Track your weight weekly. Prenatal Visits
Tracker - Blood pressure, weight, baby's heart rate, summary of visit.
First, Second & Third Trimester Photos - A place to put your baby bump
pics. First, Second & Third Trimester Journal Pages - How you felt,
favorite memories & moments, symptoms & cravings, energy, mood, sleep,
to do list. My Baby Shower - Place for photos, games played, on the
menu, highlights & memories, Place for gifts, name address & thank you
sent. Nursery Planner - Color scheme, things to buy, furniture,
decorative ideas. Baby Name Ideas - Top 3 favorite girl & boy names &
it's meanings, other possibilities. Hospital Checklist - To pack your
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bag & take with you: for me, for partner, for baby. Pregnancy Shopping
List - Baby clothing, supplies, medication, furniture, toys. Fetal
Movement Tracker - Daily track your baby's movement. Week By Week
Journal Pages - Weekly reflections, what I want to remember most, what
I'm most excited about, what I'm most nervous about, baby bump photo
to see how much your belly has grown. Week By Week Dear Baby Journal
Pages - What I want you to know. Ultrasound Photos - Photo, baby's
length (inches long), weight, bpd, due date, notes. This is the most
exciting and best experience of your life, whether you're a first
time, new mom or this is not your first go around. You will want to
write everything down in this notebook to look back on and always
remember carrying your little one. Use it every day for writing your
experiences. Also makes a great gift for moms. Keeping all your
information in one spot has never been so easy. Make your memories
last forever. This pregnancy journal will help you keep track of your
own personal journey. Size is 8.5x11 inches, 104 pages, soft matte
finish cover, white paper, paperback. Get one today

Boat Log Book
This 8 x 10 Captain Papa G Boating Log Book Journal is great for
logging adventure locations, weather, crew, marina and ports, docking
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fees, dockmaster, telephone, and much more. Matte finished cover and
Interior has 94 white pages with black print. Makes a great Gift for
your favorite boat lover!

Sailing Logbook Journal for Yacht Cruising and Boat
Maintenance
A nautical logbook, presenting information and data columns that are
needed to keep a comprehensive cruising record. The volume is spiralbound so that it will lie flat on the chart table, and it has
waterproof covers.

The Boater's Log Book & Journal
This boating log book is the perfect companion for all your trips and
journeys on your boat. Journal contains everything you need to log all
important information about your trips and you boats's maintenance.
Included in this notebook: pages for tracking your trip information
including weather, destination, time, course, speed, and navigation
notes keep track of the crew, guests, fuel on board for the trip and
any observations made complete maintenance log to keep track of any
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service done including engine hours, services completed, and date
completed 148 pages 6"x9" size does not take up a lot of room yet
offers plenty of space to write Buy this log now to keep track of your
trips. Makes a great gift for any boat owner

The Inland Waterways Logbook
Learn the essentials of seamanship from one of the world's premier
boating organizations Developed and refined through 40 years of Coast
Guard Auxiliary training courses, Boating Skills and Seamanship is
your perfect introduction to recreational boating's fundamentals.
Great for beginning and intermediate powerboaters alike, it offers you
the basics of choosing, equipping, and handling a small to midsize
powerboat. This updated edition of the Coast Guard Auxiliary's classic
boating skills manual will answer all your questions on: Selecting the
right boat--whether a 10-foot skiff or a 35-foot cruiser Essential
equipment, both required and recommended The latest electronic
navigation Personal Locator Beacons (PLBs) and private communication
services, e.g., SPOT devices and others Stability and safe loading
Boat handling and seamanship on coastal and inland waters Trailering a
boat Navigation and the rules of the nautical road And much more!
Approved by the National Association of State Boating Law
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Administrators (NASBLA), with chapter review questions and answers,
Boating Skills and Seamanship is the ideal study and reference guide
for anyone taking a state boating license exam or seeking better
boating skills and knowledge.
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